
Managing The High School Wrestling Season 

1. Scheduling Philosophy 

2. Schedule building- 

A, B, C, and Women’s Team 

A. Pre-Season Conditioning  

B. November- establishing routines, ability grouping 

C. Intrasquad- practicing match preparation and logistics, evaluative tool 

D. December- competitive stress, match counts 

E. January- refocus on team wrestling, reduction in match count, training 

adjustments 

F. Post Season- team wrestling, micro-cycle training “Peaking” 

3. Practice Plans 

Technique, conditioning, weight training, mental toughness, strategy 

A. Power Standards for technique- clear focus on high percentage scoring 

techniques 

B. Conditioning- clear connection to physical stress during conditioning and 

physical stress during competition. Recovery and centering strategies are 

part of conditioning training. Also recognizing physical stress as it relates 

to match strategy. 

C. Weight training- 3 days a week when schedule permits. Lifting is adjusted 

during the season as training schedule requires… mid-season vs post –

season. 

D. Mental toughness- timed drilling and conditioning are used to teach 

about pushing beyond mental limitations and mental tendencies during 

physical stress. Mental toughness can be learned.  

E. Strategy- 1. Action Reaction Sequencing is a daily training tool 2. Match 

situations and corresponding best strategies are practiced and frequency 

increased as post-season approaches. 

4. Teaching technique through action/reaction drilling 

A. Basic single leg positioning drill- proper offensive and defensive positions 

- Head, hands, shoulder, footwork (offense) 

- Whizzer, far hand, head position (defense) 

- Bump, dump, elevate  

- Head forced outside to flare double 

- Head forced inside to Barziggar finish 

B. Head outside single/ high crotch positioning drill 

- Head position, shoulder position, proper hand lock (offensive) 

- Head post, elbow block (defensive) 

- Bump, Dump, Lift 

- Head forced inside- single leg (bump, dump, elevate) 

- Head forced away to dump 

C. Leg chase to peek out drill 

 

 



 

D. Action/Reaction setups- any setup that gives 2 or more options to score 

will allow offensive wrestler to stay ahead in the mental chess match. 

Examples… 

- Elbow pass to nearside single/hi-crotch coupled with far side single 

leg if nearside leg wheels out. 

- Nearside fireman’s carry coupled with outside carry or sweep single 

from same overhook position 

- Underhook to single coupled with snapdown to front headlock 

***The defensive wrestler needs to be taught the correct reactions so 

that the offensive wrestler learns to recognize and adjust the attack. 

5. Top Drills 

A. Double underhooks, driving from toes, positioning weight so it is 

carried on the bottom, using knees, shoulder adjustments, head 

position 

B. Add double flank 

Breakdowns to wrist control from A and B drills, looking for 

bottom man to attack flank hand for easy wrist control during the 

adjustments 

C. Single flank with claw spiral 

D. Single flank with spiral half 

E. Tight waist with arm chop 

F. Adjust E to shallow waist and head lever 

Pinning Series from each drill- wrist control to arm on back, arm 

bars. Wrist control from base begins tilt and step thru Jake leg 

series.  

6. Bottom Drills 

Points of emphasis- Elbow position, back pressure, hip level, elbow scraping, 

hand control, shoulder adjustments to top pressure. 

A. Basic stand-up drill 

B. Stand up, top return drill 

C. Stand –up, top return, re-stand drill 

D. Stand –up, no hand control, knee blocking, keeping top behind you drill 

E. Stand-up, knee block, top pull back, hip heist/switch drill 

F. Add secondary escape or reversal techniques to compliment stand-ups… 

switches, hip heists, granby series 

G. Teach bottom motion drills to take top man out of position and set-up 

escapes/reversals 

H. Ride recognition and problem solving situations, Reading the ride. 

 


